2021 Lights, Camera, Action EWD

Trail Class Instructions

General Set Up Information for Trail Course:
* Use the materials you have at home. If you do not have barrels you can use cones or
pole bending poles instead.
* You can either use hay bales or jump blocks for the cross rail. Rails should touch in
center where they cross. Crossing point should be between 8 to 12 inches in height.
* Logs throughout pattern should be approximately 10 feet long, but use what you own
already. If you have 8 foot logs and the box is too small for your horses to turn in, please
space them out a little farther to accommodate your horses.
* The arena space should be approximately 80 by 120 feet, but if your space is a bit
smaller that is okay.
* Minimum distance for trotting should be 30 feet and for cantering the minimum distance
should be 50 feet.
* Space between the weave cones is approximately 15 feet.
* Space between the barrels is approximately 10 feet.
* Space between start/stop cones is approximately 6 feet.
* Anytime a participant is walking through a box or triangle they should cross at the center
point of the log or in the tip of the triangle.
* Use the bridge you have already. It can be a flat piece a plywood or a slightly raised
bridge.
* Line up obstacles as closely as you can to how they are arranged in the printed patterns.

Level A
1. Participant starts at a halt between the two cones at end of arena. (Participant begins
pattern 3-5 seconds after video begins.)
2. Walk straight into tugboat through middle triangle as shown by green dotted line.
3. Halt in box. Perform a 360 degree turn in box either to the left or right. Walk out of box as
shown by the green dotted line at a walk.
4. Pick up right lead lope. Lope around cone and over logs as shown by blue solid line.
5. Before box drop to a trot. Trot through triangular part of box as shown by red dashed line.
6. Continue jog through cones as shown by red dashed line.
7. Drop to a walk (green dotted line) before reaching the blue barrel. Halt next to blue barrel.
Pivot to the right slightly less than a 1/2 turn and back horse diagonally between blue barrels
(shown by x’s). When next to 2nd barrel, pivot to the right a half turn and walk toward bridge
(green dotted line).
8. Walk across bridge.
9. Pick up left lead lope over pole and around cone as shown by solid black line.
10. Drop to a trot (brown dashed line). Trot over cross rails and then toward box.
11. Before box drop to a walk (purple dotted line) and walk through triangles as shown.
12. Walk to cones (purple dotted line) and halt at cones. Video ends 8-10 seconds after halt.
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Level BI
1. Participant starts at a halt between the two cones at end of arena. (Participant begins
pattern 3-5 seconds after video begins.)
2. Walk straight into tugboat through middle triangle as shown by green dotted line.
3. Halt in box. Perform a 360 degree turn in box either to the left or right. Walk out of box as
shown by the green dotted line at a walk.
4. Trot around cone and over logs as shown by red dashed line.
5. Continue trot through triangular part of box as shown by red dashed line.
6. Continue jog through cones as shown by red dashed line.
7. Drop to a walk (green dotted line) before reaching the blue barrel. Halt next to blue barrel.
Pivot to the right slightly less than a 1/2 turn and back horse diagonally between blue barrels
(shown by x’s). When next to 2nd barrel, pivot to the right a half turn and walk toward bridge
(green dotted line).
8. Walk across bridge.
9. Trot over pole and around cone as shown by dashed black line.
10. Drop to a walk (purple dotted line). Walk over cross rails and then toward box.
11. Walk through triangles as shown by purple dotted line.
12. Walk to cones (purple dotted line) and halt at cones. Video ends 8-10 seconds after halt.
Level BS1
1. Participant starts at a halt between the two cones at end of arena. (Participant begins
pattern 3-5 seconds after video begins.)
2. Walk straight into tugboat through middle triangle as shown by green dotted line.
3. Halt in box. Perform a 360 degree turn in box either to the left or right. Walk out of box as
shown by the green dotted line at a walk.
4. Trot around cone and over logs as shown by red dashed line.
5. Before box drop to a walk, and continue walk through triangular part of box as shown by
orange dotted line.
6. Jog through cones as shown by red dashed line.
7. Drop to a walk (green dotted line) before reaching the blue barrel. Halt next to blue barrel.
Pivot to the right almost a half turn and back horse diagonally between blue barrels (shown
by x’s). When next to 2nd barrel, pivot to the right a half turn and walk toward bridge (green
dotted line).
8. Walk across bridge.
9. Trot over pole and around cone as shown by dashed black line.
10. Drop to a walk (purple dotted line). Walk over cross rails and then toward box.
11. Walk through triangles as shown by purple dotted line.
12. Walk to cones (purple dotted line) and halt at cones. Video ends 8-10 seconds after halt.
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Level BS 2/3
1. Participant starts at a halt between the two cones at end of arena. (Participant begins
pattern 3-5 seconds after video begins.)
2. Walk straight into tugboat through middle triangle as shown by green dotted line.
3. Halt in box. Perform a 360 degree turn in box either to the left or right. Walk out of box as
shown by the green dotted line at a walk.
4. Walk around cone and over logs as shown by green dotted line.
5. Continue walk through triangular part of box as shown by orange dotted line.
6. Jog through cones as shown by red dashed line.
7. Drop to a walk (green dotted line) and walk across bridge.
8. Trot over pole and around cone as shown by dashed black line.
9. Drop to a walk (purple dotted line) and turn toward box.
10. Halt between rails as shown and back 4 steps (shown by x’s).
11. Walk through box and triangles as shown by purple dotted line.
12. Walk to cones (purple dotted line) and halt at cones. Video ends 8-10 seconds after halt.
Level CI
1. Participant starts at a halt between the two cones at end of arena. (Participant begins
pattern 3-5 seconds after video begins.)
2. Walk straight into tugboat through middle triangle as shown by green dotted line.
3. Halt in box. Perform a 360 degree turn in box either to the left or right. Walk out of box as
shown by the green dotted line at a walk.
4. Walk around cone and over logs as shown by green dotted line.
5. Continue walk through triangular part of box as shown by orange dotted line.
6. Walk through cones as shown by orange dotted line.
7. Halt next to blue barrel. Pivot to the right almost a half turn and back horse diagonally
between blue barrels (shown by x’s). When next to 2nd barrel, pivot to the right a half turn
and walk toward bridge (orange dotted line).
8. Walk across bridge.
9. Walk over pole and around cone as shown by orange dotted line.
10. Walk over cross rails and then toward box.
11. Walk through triangles as shown by purple dotted line.
12. Walk to cones (purple dotted line) and halt at cones. Video ends 8-10 seconds after halt.
Level CS1 and CS 2/3
1. Participant starts at a halt between the two cones at end of arena. (Participant begins
pattern 3-5 seconds after video begins.)
2. Walk straight into tugboat through middle triangle as shown by green dotted line.
3. Halt in box. Perform a 360 degree turn in box either to the left or right. Walk out of box as
shown by the green dotted line at a walk.
4. Walk around cone and over logs as shown by green dotted line.
5. Continue walk through triangular part of box as shown by orange dotted line.
6. Walk through cones as shown by orange dotted line.
7. Walk across bridge.
8. Walk over pole and around cone as shown by orange dotted line.
9. Walk toward box, halt between rails as shown, and back 4 steps (shown by x’s).
10. Walk through box and triangles as shown by purple dotted line.
11. Walk to cones (purple dotted line) and halt at cones. Video ends 8-10 seconds after halt.

